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EXCESSIVELY PRIVATE 
(#3)
Judy Kay (#6)

Exclusive Gold (#5)

Exacta:  3-6/3-5-6, $4.  Tri:  3-6/3-5-6/1-3-4-5-6, $12.  Daily Double:  3-6/5, cost $4.        
PARKER’S
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Ran pretty well in her debut when a close fourth after forcing the pace early, she 
shortens up in today and has every right to improve.
Just failed to hold on late when favored against similar in her last, she draws 
outside the top choice which gives her a tactical advantage.
Slow workouts but this barn has them ready for their debuts.

POLLY ESTER POMPOM (#5)

Suddenly Adele (#1)

Ifsowhynot (#3)

Exacta:   5/1-3, cost $2. 

Didn’t show too much in her last but she had only six days rest between starts 
and gets a full three weeks into this race, expect big try.
Draws the rail and appears to be the quickest early in here, she will go a long 
way on the lead.
Good second when thirteen to one last, she is bred to love routing.

KENZIE CAROLINA (#5)

Lasting Rose (#2)

Seventyprcentcocoa (#1)

Exacta:  2-5/1-2-5, cost $4. Trifecta:  2-5/1-2-5/1-2-3-4-5, $12. 
Pick 3:   2-5/3-5/2-3, cost $8.

Was able to outfinish the second choice in a race long battle last, she can win 
from on or off the lead early, tab to repeat.
Couldn’t quite keep with the top choice in the final yards in her most recent, she 
again should have the lead early, hard to separate from that one.
Moves inside after being a little wide last, saving ground will help for sure.

CARL COMMAND (#3)

Double Shuffle (#5)

Can’t Get Enough (#2)

Exacta:   3-5/2-3-5, cost $4. Trifecta:  3-5/2-3-5/1-2-3-4-5, $12.   
Pick 3:  3-5/2-3/2-5, cost $8. 

Didn’t show much last but he was claimed out of that race and this barn has 
done very well with recent claims, effort one back would win.
Comes off a short rest after some okay but losing efforts while breaking very 
poorly, the short rest and a decent start may be the winning combo.
Winner of his last two is very sharp right now, clearly the one to beat.

STONEY RIVER (#3)

Uptownfreddybrown (#2)

Add Some Alcohol (#1)

Exacta:   2-3/1-2-3, $4.  Tri:  2-3/1-2-3/1-2-3-4-5, $12.  Pick 3:  2-3/2-5/1-2, $8.

Ran well for second against similar in his last, doesn’t appear to face much in 
this spot and deserves to be favored.
Strong finish late last when second, he didn’t get the best of trips that day and 
appears the main threat to the top choice.
Broke poorly and never recovered last but he shows two nice works since then.

MINERS NIGHT (#5)

Sociable Gold (#2)

Park That Truck (#3)

Exacta:  2-5/2-3-5, $4.  Tri:  2-5/2-3-5/2-3-4-5-6, $12.  Pick 3:  2-5/1-2/1-2, $8.

Was taken far back off a slow pace last and he finished very well late just miss, 
he is back in a sprint and figures to be flying late, choice in a toss-up.
Back in seven days after a decent third to similar in his last, he is one of several 
in here who appear to need the lead early, short distance in his favor.
Another with good early speed in here, he will be in the battle throughout.

Super:   2-3/1-2-3/1-2-3-4-5/1-2-3-4-5, $12.  Pick 5:  2-3/2-5/1-2/1-2/1-2, $16.

Super:  3-5/2-3-5/1-2-3-4-5/1-2-3-4-5, $12.  

Super:  2-5/1-2-5/1-2-3-4-5/1-2-3-4-5, $12.  

Super:  5/1-3/1-2-3-4/1-2-3-4, $cost $6.  

Super:  3-6/3-5-6/1-3-4-5-6/1-3-4-5-6, $12.  Pick 3:  3-6/5/2-5, $4.  Pick 4:  3-6/5/2-5/2-3-5, $6.

Super:  2-5/2-3-5/2-3-4-5-6/2-3-4-5-6, $12.  Pick 4:  2-5/1-2/1-2/1-2, cost $8. 

Trifecta:  5/1-3/1-2-3-4, cost $6.
Pick 3:   5/2-5/2-3-5, cost $6.
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ANITEWITHYOU (#2)

She’s Tops (#1)

Agoodlawyer Willdo (#7)

Exacta:   1-2/1-2-7, cost $4.

Can’t fault her form right now as she comes off two wins and three seconds in 
her last five starts, edge in a tough heat.
Badly overmatched in her most recent, she fits much better in here and she 
should be close by throughout.
Dull try last without an apparent excuse but she is capable of much better, maybe.

Super:  1-2/1-2-7/1-2-3-6-7/1-2-3-6-7, $12.  

GOIN TO THE WINDOW (#1)

Blueberry Smoothie (#2)

Tabled With Gold (#4)

Exacta:   1/2, 2/1, cost $2. Trifecta:   1-2/1-2/4, cost $2.  

Daily Double:  1-2/1-2, cost $8.

Holds the edge over the second choice while beating her more often that not 
while losing to Stopshoppingdebbie, gets slight call.
While she has finished behng the top choice most of the time, she has beaten 
that one and also has had excuses when third, very tough to separate.
Winner of three races here this year is very sharp, bred to like routing.

CHACHING PETE (#2)

Hip Hop City (#1)

Power Fleet (#6)

Exacta:   1-2/1-2-6, cost $4. Trifecta:  1-2/1-2-6/1-2-3-5-6, $12.  

Winner of six races last year has been blanked this year and his connections 
drop him again, still he seems most likely to end the day.
Couldn’t reach Power Fleet late when second while favored last, but he should 
get a contested early pace this time, reliable for a big try.
Upset winner of his last draws well and can’t be ingored.

EMERALD DOWNS RACE SELECTIONS

for Sunday Afternoon, September 21st, 2014

Super:  1-2/1-2-6/1-2-3-5-6/1-2-3-5-6, $12.

Super:  1-2/1-2/4/3-5, cost $2.  

Today’s Best Bet (s): Today’s Longshot:

POLLY ESTER POM POM in the second. SOCIABLE GOLD  in the sixth.

Today’s Exotic Play: 

Race 3, $.50 Super:  2-5/1-2-5/1-2-3-4-5/1-2-3-4-5, cost $12.

Tri: 1-2/1-2-7/1-2-3-6-7, $12.  

Pick 3:  1-2/1-2/1-2, cost $8.  
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STAR ACTOR (#1)
Every May (#2)

Tiptronic (#5)

VALDIRONE (#10)
Monastic (#1)

Fly High (#2)

FULL DANCER (#5)
Celebrity Status (#2)

Sone to You (#1)

SANDY’S SONG (#3)
Natalie’s Wonder (#7)

Satin Cinnamon (#5)

LEGACY (#3)
My Happy Face (#5)

Irish Presence (#4)

TAKEIT TOTHE LIMIT (#3)
Deer Decarchy (#9)

Astutely (#1)

W. GILES (#7)
Fonz (#5)

Tribal Smoke (#4)

GELILA (#1)
Incredible Journey (#3)
Magic Number (#9)
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Los Alamitos Stockton Arlington
Race Selections for Sunday, September 21st, 2014

BLAZING WINGS (#6)
Rb Creed (#1)

Wma Destination (#4)

DASHN BOBI MCGEE (#1)
Bar JF Easy Money (#5)

Bar Jf Lottoticket (#7)

CASH ONLY (#3)
Private Joke (#2)

Royal Ice (#1)

JILL’S JOY (#5)
Kimalea (#1)

Walloping Lula (#4)

SKY TRIBUTE (#4)
I’m So Puzzled (#3)

Lucky to Stay Home (#5)

COCO DE CARCHY (#7)
Flying With Sully (#2)

Egyptain Femme (#5)

COLONEL MUSTARD (#5)
Coast Guard Rescue (#4)

Overtime Victory (#1)

ALERT IN CLASS (#5)
First Flower (#2)
Violate (#4)

AMERICAN ARISTOCAT (#6)
Win Photos Will Do (#8)

Storming Along (#3)

MY JOHNNY BE GOOD (#2)
Sassy Moe (#3)

Holiday Touch (#1)

CHAMPAGNEFORPEACE (#5)
Lady Loreto (#4)

Awesome Lady Ann (#2)

UPTOWN BABE (#6)
Silky Sami (#5)

A Shot Away (#1)

GO DOUG GO (#7)
Grey Tap (#4)

Table Games (#2)

PRIVATES VOW (#4)
Uncle Jeep (#1)

Radiant Day (#2)

HUGHES THE DADDY (#7)
Jukebox Johnny (#5)

Plunder (#4)

JENNIFER J. (#2)
Lucky Tapit (#9)

Calm Water (#5)

ILLUSIVE FUGITIVE (#3)
Big Reward (#6)
Showbiz Is My Biz (#4)

SILVIKOA (#3)
Sunshine Caris (#4)

Huge Hope (#9)

AFTERNOON WEDDING (#7)
Miss Kit Kat (#10)

Council Talk (#8)


